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Abstract

This thesis examines whether the intraday price behavior of two index futures contracts can be described by the random walk model. With the increased availability of high frequency data, empirical studies on a wide range of issues in the financial markets using intraday data now becomes feasible. According to recent literature, there are studies that provide considerable evidence to challenge the validity of the random walk model in the intraday price movements. Evidence seems to point out that financial markets may appear more complex and dynamic and may exhibit temporal discrepancies when high frequency data are studied. The present study carries out a study of transaction data in two index futures markets, namely, the HSI futures market and the S&P 500 futures market. In the study of intraday price movements, we adopt a new approach to examine the random walk model for the intraday futures price movements. We focus on the daily time at which intraday prices achieve a daily high or daily low. The frequency distributions of daily high time and daily low time are examined over a theoretical model using this approach. It is discovered that the random walk process is rejected for the S&P 500 futures as well as HSI futures, i.e. the price movements are significantly different from a random walk model, especially in the first 15 minutes when the market opens. We further investigate the opening prices and subsequent prices for both futures contracts, in order to determine whether the deviation observed in the first 15-minute time interval is attributed to the overreaction subsequent to the overnight information. For those trading days with price gap up or down at market open, the intraday price reversals are observed within 2-hour after morning open. The opportunity of profiting from this observation is explored. The findings is that after taking into account of the transaction costs, the price reversals are found to be marginally economical significant.
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